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In this paper we expose how algebraic explorations with a symbolic manipulation pack-
age (Maple) led the authors (after the work of Garsia and Reutenauer,
1989) to the
construction of nice basis for the descent algebras
of finite Coxeter groups . This resulted
in a better understanding of the multiplicative structure of many of these descent alge-
bras. We also expose how this work was used to work out the proofs of theorems and
set up the conjectures for the structure of these algebras .
1 . Introduction
In the investigation of the multiplicative structure of the descent algebra of the symmetric
group, Garsia and Reutenauer (1989) used an explicit construction of a (linear) basis
of idempotents for these algebras with some nice properties . We were involved in the
computer experiments that led to these constructions . Later on, we worked out similar
results for the hyperoctahedral groups (see Bergeron and Bergeron, 1992) using the same
kind of computer experiments . The purpose of this paper is to present the experimental
aspects of this research and how symbolic manipulations were involved in a generalization
(see Bergeron, Bergeron, Howlett and Taylor, 1992) of this approach to other finite
Coxeter groups .
This generalization to finite Coxeter groups was natural in light of Solomon's result
(1976) stating that the linear span of descent classes
X K =
I:
W,
D(w)nK=O
is a subalgebra of the group algebra . Here K stands for any subset of the set S of
generators of the Coxeter group and D(w) denotes for the descent set of w .
In the case of the hyperoctahedral group our first approach was to search for such
idempotents (in the group algebra) using unknown coefficient methods. This led us to
conjecture a formula for those special idempotents, which was shown to be true using
beautiful results linking the free Lie algebra to the descent algebra (see Garsia and
Reutenauer, 1989) .
Before going on with this investigation in the case of the hyperoctahedral group, we
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had already noticed a crucial fact about the symmetric group case . The transition ma-
trix between our special idempotents and the x,, 's can be recursively described and is
essentially determined by its top right entry . This entry, in the case of S, is
(_1)n-1
n
For the case of the hyperoctahedral group, we rapidly conjectured (and proved) that the
corresponding matrices should have similar properties with top right entry
I	
. 3 . . .
(2n - 1)
.
2" n!
In light of these two cases, we thought it natural to conjecture that for an arbitrary
Coxeter group W, there should be a basis of idempotents for which the top right entry
of the corresponding matrix would be
e1e2	e,
IWI
where e1, e2, . . . , e, are the so-called exponents of the Coxeter group . Computer experi-
ments showed that this was the case for the exceptional Coxeter groups H3 and F4 , and
we also showed that it was the case for Coxeter groups of type I2(p), the dihedral groups .
This basis of idempotents furnishes a decompostion of the descent algebra, and we
have shown that a similar decomposition holds for the direct product of Coxeter groups
admitting such a decomposition . The investigation of the only remaining infinite family
of irreducible finite Coxeter groups, namely D, is still on its way, and the only obstacle
to the investigation of some of the exceptional group is computation time .
2. Descent Algebra of a Finite Coxeter Group
Let (W, S) be a finite Coxeter system. This is to say that W is a finite groups with a
set S of generators such that
(i) s 2 = 1 for all s E S,
(ii) (S1S2) m(81,s ) = 1, S1, S2 E S,
with m(s1 i s2) E N . For w E W, let £(w)
denote the length of a reduced expression for w
in term of elements in S . Then define the descent set D(w) of w to be
D(w) = {s E S ( P(ws) < t(w)J .
Let A(W) denote the group algebra of W . The descent algebra E(W) of a Coxeter group
W is the subalgebra of A(W) generated (as a module) by the elements
xK =
I:
W .
D(w)nK=O
Since the x K are clearly independent, they form a basis of E(W).
L . Solomon has shown that this submodule of A(W) is closed under multiplication .
More precisely, theorem 1 of Solomon (1976) states that
XKXL =
I:
aKLMxM,
MCL
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where
aKLM
is the cardinality of the set
{w E W I w-1 E x K , w E x L , w-1Kw fl L= M} .
For a finite Coxeter group W, we would like to introduce a (linear) basis of (quasi-
)idempotents
JK = xK + > SKLXL
LCK
(K C_ S) of the descent algebra E(W) . More precisely, we would like these JK to be such
that
J
z
K = a K JK (2)
where, aK stands for a -1
KKK'
Equation
(2) implies that the entries of matrices
y(W) = II~KLIIK.Lcs
satisfy a set of quadratic equations . In general there are several solutions to this set of
equations . But as we shall see later, we want the JK 's to have other nice properties . For
the moment, let us at least mention that we would like the inverse of the matrix °(W)
to have all entries > 0 .
If we order the bases according to an order on subsets of S compatible with the reversed
inclusion partial order, then the matrix =_(W) becomes a triangular matrix with 1's on
the diagonal. Let us recusively define such a total order `-(' on subsets . First, for all
K C S, we set K -< 0 . Assume now that K and L are non-empty, and let i and j denote
the minimum elements of K and L respectively. If i < j then set K -.< L, otherwise set
K -< L if and only if K\{i} -< L\{i} .
3. Descent Algebra in Maple
Let L1 i L2, . . ., Lk be a linear basis (over a field F) of an algebra A . Hence, any element
x of A has a unique expansion of the form
k
x = ci(x)Li
i=1
where ci(x) E F . The multiplication in A is completely determined by the numbers a;,j
define by
k
Li Lj = Ear, j Lr .
r=1
Indeed for x, y E A,
xy
= Ek 1 Ei=1
c'(x)ci (y)Li Lj
(3.1)
~k k ~k
- L..r= 1 Ei=1 L.j=1 ci(x)cj(y)ai jL
r . (3.2)
Hence to encode an algebra A in Maple, we only need to define the function mult(Li, Lj )
appearing in the following skeleton .
amult :=proc(S1,S2) local n1,n2,res,il,i2 ;
if type(Sl,`+`) then nl :=nops(S1) else nl
:=1 fi ;
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if type(S2,'+') then n2 :=nops(S2) else n2 :=1 fi ;
res :=0 ;
for ii from 1 to ni do for i2 from 1 to n2 do
res :=res+coef(il,S1)*coef(i2,S2)
*{\bf mult}(terme(il,S1),terme(i2,S2))
od od ;
expand(res)
end :
coef :=proc(i,S) ;
if type(S,`*`) then convert([op(1 . .nops(S)-1,S)],`*`)
elif type(S,`+`) then coef(l,op(i,S))
else I fi
end :
terme :=proc(i,S) ;
if type(S,'*') then op(nops(S),S)
elif type(S,'+') then terme(1,op(i,S))
else S fi
end :
Here, the function amult(x, y) multiplies two element x, y of the algebra A . It is assumed
that in each term of the sum representing x (or y) the object representing the basis
element L ; (usually a list) is the last operand .
For the symmetric group algebra, the L;'s are the permutations represented as per-
muted lists of the numbers 1, 2, . . ., n, and the function mult(Li, Lj ) is simply
mult :=proc(L1,L2) ;
['L1[L2[i]]'\$'i'=1 . .nops(L1)] ;
end :
Thus a typical element of the group algebra of S3 (with unknown coefficients) is
x := cl * [1, 2, 3] + c2 * [1, 3, 2] + c3 * [2, 1, 3] + c4 * [2, 3, 1] + c5 * [3, 1, 2] + c6 * [3, 2, 1] ;
Our main concern is to implement the descent algebra of finite Coxeter system (W, S) .
To this end we shall use the linear basis x,; described in section 1 . We can of course
consider these x,,'s as elements of the group algebra and then carry on the multiplica-
tion inside this algebra. But this will rapidly be impossible since the group algebra has
dimension n! . It is clearly better to use formula (1) . Hence, in order to define the function
mult(x K , x L ) we assume that we have a Maple representation of the system (W, S) . More
precisely, we assume that the following functions are known :
gen(i) \# gives the ith element of S,
gmult(P1,P2) \# multiply the element P1 and P2 of W,
inverse(P) \# gives the inverse of P,
identity(n) \# gives the identity of the group,
hmax \# is the length of the maximal element
S \# is the list of indices of generators
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We shall represent the element x, by the list K :_ [k 1 , k 2 , . . ., k,
.] where k 1 , k!2, . . ., k,r
are the indices (in increasing order) of the elements of K . With this convention in mind
we have that
mult(J, K) = 1: a(J, K, L) L
LCK
where
a(J, K, L) = Card {p E Z(J, K) : p -l ip fl K = L}
and
Z(J,K)={pEW :p-1 Ex, and pEx,,} .
In section 7 (appendix) we shall give the actual implementation in Maple of those func-
tions .
4 . The Symmetric Group (Type A„_1)
Now that know how to compute products in the descent algebra, let us investigate the
case of the symmetric group: E(A„_ 1 ) . The functions gen(i), gmult(P1, P2), inverse(P),
hmax and identity(n) can be defined as follows
gen :=proc(k) local i,j ; option remember ;
k+1, k, 'j'\$'j'=k+2 . .n]
end :
gmult :=proc(P1,P2) local i ; option remember ;
['P1[P2[i]]'\$'i'=1 . .nops(P1)] ;
end :
identity :=proc(n) local i ;option remember ;
[\$(i,i=1 . .n)]
end :
hmax :=n*(n-1)/2 ;
inverse := proc (sig) local k ; option remember ;
[\$('position(k,sig)','k'=i . .nops(sig))]
end :
position := proc (k,liste) local i ;
for i to nops(liste) do
it k=op(i,liste) then RETURN(i) fi
od
end :
We are looking for a matrix satisfying the requirement of (2) . The group
A,-, is generated by the set S = {S1, S2,. . . ,
s„-11
of simple reflections . In our Maple
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implementation S := [1, 2, . . ., n-1] and we order the subsets of S according to the order
defined at the end of section 1 . For fixed n let
Mat_J :=['C'0'\$'j'=1 . .i-i, 1, 'c[i,j]'\$'j'=i+1 . .2\" (n-1)]'
\$ 1 i 1 =1 . .2\ - (n-i)] ;
with c[i, j] some indeterminate . Then set
for i from 1 to 2\" (n-1) do
J[i] :=sum('Mat_J[i,j]*decode (j,i,n-1)','j'=1 . .2\- (n-1)) od ;
Here the function decode(i, 1, n - 1) gives the i t}' subset of S in our total order . The
reader will find the Maple code for this function at the end of section 7 . As underlined
in (2), we are interested in the solutions of the relations
amult(J[i], J[i]) - a(K, K, K) * J[i] = 0
where K := decode(i, 1, n - 1) . We can achieve this with the following sequence of in-
structions .
K :=decode(i,i,n-1) ;
const :=a(K,K,K) ;
subsets :=powerset(S) ;
LHS :=expand(amult(J[i],J[i]) - const * J[i])
;
equations :=$\{$'coeff(LHS,subset[i]) = 0' \$ 'i'=1
. .nops(subset)$\}$
;
solve(equations)
;
There are several matrices satisfying the conditions stated above . In order to describe
the most interesting one, we need some further notation . For any matrix M(k) of dimen-
sion 2 k x 2k let M( 1 ' 1 )(k), M(1'2)(k),
M(2, 1)
(k) and M(2 ' 2) (k) denote the 2
k-1 x 2k-1
submatrices defined by the relation
M( 1 ' 1)(k) M( 1,2 )(k)
M(k) _
M(2,1
)(k) M( 2,2 )(k)
With this notation, the matrix °(A„_1) = Mi(n) is given by the recurrences
Ml(n-1) M2(n-1)
0 Ml(n-1)
where for i = 2, . . ., n - 1
M; (n) _
and M„(0) = (-1)s - 1/n .
To further describe this solution we need to introduce the Coxeter graph of a Coxeter
system (W, S) . For this, let G(W) = (S, E) be the graph with set of vertices S, and set
of edges
(Mt_i
(1
2 ) (n) M (1,) (n)
(2,2)
0 i+l Mi_1
(n)
E = {(sl, s2) : sl, s2 E S and rn(sl, S2) > 3}
.
Notice that the function m(s1 i 82)
(see section 1) induces a function m : E _+ N . The
graph G(W) and the function m characterize the system (W, S) . It is convenient to depict
the pair (G(W), m) as an edge-labeled graph, and the usual convention is to label only
edges (s, s') for which m(s, s') > 3 . The label of an edge is the value of m(s, s') .
For Coxeter groups of type A„_1 the graph G(A„_1) _ (S, E) is given as follows . The
set of vertices is the set of simple reflections
S = {s1,s2, . . .,sn_1}
and the edges are
E _ {(si, si+1)
: i = 1, . . ., n - 2} .
The function m : E --+ N is identically equal to 3 . Hence the Coxeter graph is
0-0-0- • • - 0 .
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Notice that the graph G(Ai_1) is connected . For K C_ S define GK(A„_1) to be the
restriction of the graph G(A„_1) to the set of vertices K (=(K, EK)) . Let K1, K;2 , . . . , K,.
denote the underlying sets of vertices of the connected components of GK(A,,,_1) .
For
each L C K let /3KL (i) be the cardinality of the set Ki\L . With this in mind we can
define the matrix 5(An_ 1) directly as
[I;_1 NIKL(i)
if L C K,
0 otherwise,
(3)
whereN._1 = - 'r These notations differ from those of Garsia and Reutenauer, but
this change helped in our generalization to other Coxeter groups .
'KL =
5. The Hyperoctahedral Group (Type Bn )
Elements of the hyperoctahedral group B„ may be represented by signed permutations
.
With this representation, B„ is generated by
s o = [-1, 2, 3, . . ., n]
and the simple transpositions
si = [1, . . .,i- 1,i+ +2, . . .,n] .
Hence the set S is, in this case, [0, 1, 2, . . ., n - 1] . This group is of order
2nn! . The
length hmax of the maximal element is n 2 . The multiplication rule of two elements
a = [1r1,12,
. . . , 7rn ] and rt =
[r11,
772, . .-,77n]
of Bn is given by
a7j
= [7rvi , 7ro, , . . . , 7rnn]
with the convention that ir_i = -ai . We leave to the reader the satisfaction of imple-
menting in Maple the functions gen(i), gmult(P1, P2), inverse(P) and
identity(n) .
When we started our investigation of the Bn
case we took into account our experience
fro the case
An-1
. For the small cases B2 and B3
, extensive computations suggested that
the solution for '(B,,) = N1 should be of the form
N, (n - 1) N2(n - 1)
N, (n) =
0 Mi(n-1)
1 34
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where Ml is of section 3, and for i = 2, . . ., n,
N(1 ,)(n) M+i ) ( n)
Ni (n) =
0 QAN~2i) (n)
The only unknowns were Qi and
N„+1
= 2n (the top right entry) . Thus we constructed
such a matrix °(B4) by leaving 04 and 24 indeterminate and solving with the method-
ology of section 3 . The only interesting solutions appeared to be
01
1
2
02
3
_4
5
6
04
7
8
Table 1
and
21 22
3
8
23
5
16
24
35
64
Table 2
From table 1 and 2, it became reasonable to conjecture that
2i - 1
~n
'3i = -
2i
and Z,, = HNi .
i=1
A simple check with the algebra E(B5) confirmed our suspicions . Shortly after that, this
conjecture was shown to be true .
Let us now reformulate this solution using the Coxeter graph G(B,,). In this case
S = {so, sl, . . . .
sn_
1 }, E = {(si, si+1)
: i = 0, . . ., n - 2}, m (so, sl) = 4 and for i =
1 ' . . . , n - 2, m(si, si+i) = 3 . Hence the Coxeter graph of B„ is
4
C~_o-o- • • • - o .
As before, For K C S, let G,,(B,,) be the graph G(Bn ) restricted to K . Let Ko denote
the underlying set of vertices of the connected component of G,,(Bn ) which contains
{so}, and when so
~
K set Ko = 0 . Let K1, K2, . . ., Kr be the underlying sets of vertices
of the remaining connected components of G,;(B,,) . For L C K let '&,(i) denote the
cardinalities of Ki\L . Then once again, the matrix 'E(Bn ) can be define directly as
r 2
Q~
;L(o)
IIi=1
NRxL(i)
if L C K,
eKL = ( 4 )
0 otherwise,
with 2o = 1 .
6. A Special Case (Type H3)
At this point, we should consider at least one of the special groups, in this case, H3 .
We can represent the group H3 inside the permutation group S7 (that is A6) using the
generators
s 1 = [ 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 7, 61,
s 2 = [2, 1, 3, 5, 4, 7, 6],
s3 = [2, 1, 4, 3, 5, 7, 6] .
Hence, S = { s1, s2, s3} . The length of the maximal element is 15 (= 1+5+9) . The graph
of G(H3) is
5
o--o
- 0 .
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7. Generalization
We shall now consider the general setting . Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system and let
(G(W), m) be its Coxeter graph . We want to construct a matrix E(W) = II1;KL (W) j I
satisfying the conditions of (2) . The solutions described in sections 3, 4 and 5 suggest
the following generalization .
For K C S let GK(W) be the graph G(W) restricted to K . Let us denote by
G,,, G	GK,
the connected components of GK (W) with underlying set equal to K1, K2, . . ., K, re-
spectively . The subgraph G K , describe a unique irreducible Coxeter system (W1, K;) (see
Bourbaki, 1981) . Let L C K and set Li = L fl K; . We denote by Q[W] the group algebra
of W and denote by e1, e2, . . . , e„ the so-called exponents of this Coxeter group. The
following theorem describes a recursive solution for the matrix °(W) for a large class of
irreducible finite Coxeter groups W .
Theorem
For the finite irreducible Coxeter system (W, S) of type A,,, B,,, I2(p), H3 or F4 , there
exists an idempotent of E(W)
Js
=
E
~sLxL,
(6 )
LCS
With these ingredients, one can find the following solution
1 1 5 1 5
5 3
~ 1 2 2
12 2 12 12
-
8\
0 1 0
2
0
2
0
s
0 0 1
1
0 0
1 12 4
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
°(H3) =
0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1
2 2 3
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1
\0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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such that
dim(Q[W]J5)
= 11
ei,
~s0 =
(- 1)"
h'1e'
i=1 ' W
i
and
i;ss = 1
.
Moreover for any finite Coxeter system (W, S) which is a cartesian product of the types
above, we can construct a basis of idempotents for E(W) using °(W) define as follow
r1;01
if L C K,
0 otherwise,
(7)
for a suitable choice of idempotents in (6) .
The proof of this can be derived from our previous work . First a reduction argument
shows that we can assume that W is irreducible (i .e . G(W) is connected) . From the
classical theory of Coxeter groups, we know that the only possibility is that W is one of
the following type A„ (n > 1), B„ (n > 2), D„ (n > 4), E6, E7, E8, F4, H3, H4 and I2(p)
(p > 5). In the cases A„ and B,,, the theorem holds as shown in Garsia and Reutenauer
(1989) and Bergeron and Bergeron (1992) . On the other hand, the case I2(p) is covered
in Bergeron and al . (1992) . We are left with the two special groups H3 and F4 . That is
where Maple played another crucial role. Our program checked the theorem for H3 and
F4 . We should mention that in the case of F4 one has to be careful if one of the W; in
(7) is of type B3 . In this case the choice of idempotent for B3 should be the following
J{0,1,2} =
x
{o,1,2}
2x
{O,1}
2 X
{
0 ,2}
+ 8
X
{°}
2 x
{1'2}
+ 48
x{1}
+ 48 X{2} 6 x
V
~K1, (W) =
For the other cases D, H4
,
E6, E7
and
E8
we conjecture that the theorem is still
valid. In the near future we should be able to verify this for the special groups H4, E6,
E7 and E8 . The only obstacle appears to be computation time . To this date we do have
partial results about all the Do 's (as yet unpublished) . And for D3, D4 and D5, (6) and
(7) have been shown to hold using computer computations .
The study of the basis of idempotents constructed in (7) led in each known case to the
understanding of the multiplicative structure of the descent algebra of W . For example
in the case A,,, we have that
Q[An-1]J{,1,,~,
. .
.,s
.
-~} -
LIE"(S„)
where LIE' (S,,) is the homogeneous component of degree n of the free Lie algebra on the
generators {1, 2, . . ., n} . This has been used to understand the right action of E(A„_ 1 )
on the group algebra Q[A„_1] via the Poincare-BirkhoffWitt basis of the enveloping
algebra. A decomposition of the multiplicative structure of E(A„_1)
follows from that
observation . A similar approach for B„ has also been worked out in Bergeron (1992) .
8. Appendix: Maple Programs
We shall give here the Maple programs needed in order to compute the function
mult(x,, x,r) in an arbitrary finite dimensional descent algebra . That is
mult :=proc(J,K) local
res,L ; option remember ;
res :=0 ;
for L in powerset(K) do
res :=res+ a(J,K,L)*L od ;
res
end :
a:=proc(J,K,L) local count ;
count :=0 ;
for x in Z(J,K) do
if {op(Inter(conj(Gen(J),x),Gen(K)))}={op(Gen(L))}
then count :=count+l fi
od ;
count
end :
Z :=proc(J,K)
Inter(Inverse(X(J)),X(K))
end :
Here the auxiliary functions are :
\# Intersection, union and difference of the lists U and V
Inter :=proc(U,V) [op($\{$ op(U)$\}$ intersect $\{$op(V)$\}$ )] end :
uni :=proc(U,V)
[op($\{$op(U)$\}$ union $\{$op(V)$\}$)] end :
moins :=proc(U,V) [op($\{$op(U)$\}$ minus $\{$op(V)$\}$)] end :
\# Conjugates all elements of J by t
conj :=proc(J,x) local k ;
['gmult(inverse (x),gmult(J[k],x))' \$ 'k'=1 . .nops(J)]
end :
\# Gives the list of generators indexed by the set J
Gen :=proc(J) local i ; option remember ;
['gen(J[i])' \$ 'i'=1 . .nops(J)]
end :
\# Gives the inverse of all elements in U
Inverse :=proc(U) local k ; option remember ;
C'inverse(UCk])' \$ 'k'=1 . .nops(U)]
end :
The function X(J) used in the definition of Z should give the list of all the elements
appearing in the class x, . To this end we can build the group W starting from the identity
and multiplying successively on the right by elements in S . Thus we can compute the
descent set of the elements while they are being constructed . This is worked out in the
following Maple program . The variable A[K] will give the list of all elements of the group
W with descent set equal to K .
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initial :=proc(n) local k,i,T,p,r,L ;
for T in powerset(S) do A[sort(T)] :=[] od ;
descents(identity(n)) :=[] :
A[[]] :=[identity(n)] :
L[0] :=$\{$identity(n)$\}$
:
for k to hmax do
L [k] :
_$\{\ \}$ ;
for p in L[k-11 do
for i in moins(S,descents(p)) do
r :=gmult(p,gen(i)) ;
if member(r,L[k])
then descents(r) :=sort([op(descents(r)),i]) ;
else descents(r) :=Ci]
L[k] :=L[k] union $\{$r$\}$
fi ;
od od ;
for p in L[k] do
A[descents(p)] :=uni(A[descents(p)],[p]) od ;
od
end :
The function initial(n) must run before all the others . From this we can define the
function X(K) as follows :
X :=proc(K) local T, res
; option remember ;
res :=[] ;
for T in powerset(moins(S,K)) do
res :=uni(res,A[T]) od ;
res
end :
The following functions are also useful . They are inverse to each other and the function
decode(k, j, n) gives the i th subsetK of S n] ( in the total order of subsets of S
defined at the end of section 1)
decode :=proc(k,j,n)
if k=1 then ['i' \$ 'i'=j . .n]
1
elif k>=2\" (n-j+1) then []
elif k>2\- (n-j)
then decode(k-2\" (n-j),j+1,n)
else [j,op(decode(k,j+1,n))] fi
end :
code :=proc(L,j,n)
if L=['i' \$
'i'=j . .n] then 1
elif L=[] then 2\ - (n-j+1)
elif j>n then 0
elif member(j,L) then code([op(2 .
.nops(L),L)],j+1,n)
else
2\" (n-j)+code(L,j+i,n)
ti
end
:
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